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Ronald Reagan, 1966
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Two cheers for today’s fad: it . . . is victimless frivolity.
And who knows? Maybe these bumptious cheerful
streakers will “bring us together” by bridging the
generation gap: they could swallow fistfuls of goldfish
and then streak into telephone booths. That is just what
America needs to become a land fit for heroes: nostalgia
bu↵s in the bu↵.

George F. Will, Washington Post, March 8, 1974



The spirit of the thing is entirely di↵erent from the
defiant nudity and even public sexual intercourse seen in
places like Berkeley during the later 1960s. That was
political and nihilistic in motive, the participants going all
out for Ho and Mao. The streaker, in contrast, is a
humorist, a reliever of tensions.

National Review, March 29, 1974



Freedom Summer of 1964



Rice Thresher, February 4, 1965



Columbia University student strike, 1968



Chicago Democratic Convention, 1968



Moratorium Day Vietnam Protest on Boston Common, 1969



Kent State University, 1970



Two questions:

Given that conservatives were so upset about the sexual
revolution and public nudity in the late 1960s, why were
conservatives in such good humor about the 1974 streaks?

Given that students in the 1960s had engaged in large,
organized political protests, why were students in the 1970s
organizing mass streaks instead?



Section 1

Vietnam Background



1946 to 1954: Ho Chi Minh wages an independence
movement against France

1954 to 1961: Vietnam is partitioned by West, but Ho
continues to fight and tries to organize opponents of Western
powers into “National Liberation Front” for unified Vietnam

1961 to 1963: Kennedy, concerned about Soviet backing for
NLF, sends 16,000 “advisors” to Vietnam

1963 to 1968: Johnson escalates U.S. presence, obtaining
intervention resolution from Congress and sending 536,000
troops to Vietnam by 1968

1968 to 1975: Nixon first tries to secretly escalate the war,
but then implements slow withdrawal
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Section 2

Student Movement



To turn these possibilities into realities will involve
national e↵orts at university reform by an alliance of
students and faculty. They must wrest control of the
educational process from the administrative bureaucracy.
. . . They must import major public issues into the
curriculum—research and teaching on problems of war
and peace is an outstanding example.

Port Huron Statement of the SDS, 1962



Vietnam War Teach-in at University of Pittsburgh, 1965





Antiwar Protest against the Draft



Protestors Clash with Police in Stop the Draft Week, Oakland 1967



SDS influences its membership to become more militant
rather than more radical. . . . Calls to fight the draft,
stop a troop train, burn a draft card, avoid all forms of
liberalism, have become the substitute for intellectual
analysis and understanding.

Lee Webb, former SDS national secretary



Streaking is frivolity but so were most disruptive
demonstrations. I spent every year of the last decade on
university campuses as an undergraduate, graduate
student, and professor. I believe that demonstrating then,
like streaking today, was primarily a way for students to
keep their minds o↵ the grim business of studying.

George F. Will, 1974



Section 3

Civil Rights Movement



1954: Brown v. Board of Education

1955: Montgomery Bus Boycott

1957: Founding of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference

1963: Protest to desegregate Birmingham ends with water
hoses turned on children, leads to a church bombing in
Birmingham that kills four little girls

1964: Civil Rights Act passed

1965: March from Selma to Montgomery for voting
registration ends in confrontation

1965: Voting Rights Act

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cNnG8xfy20&t=2m27s
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Watts Riot, Los Angeles, 1965



Stokely Carmichael, LeRoi Jones, and H. Rap Brown



Malcolm X in 1962



Black Panther Party, 1967


